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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 

 The researcher of this research is working as a Assistant Professor from last 17 

years in ShriMadhavraoPatil College. There is a statue of MadhavraoPatil in front of 

the main gate of the college. Anybody will naturally be curious about the statue. I read 

a book written on him, namely – ‘Smrutigandh’. After reading the book, I became 

very much curious about Shri. MadhavraoPatil. 

 All have accepted the influence of the commanding leadership or politicians in 

politics. Nevertheless nobody has yet studied this topic thoroughly and scientifically. 

An attempt is made to cover this deficiency in current research,  “Life and 

contribution of MadhavraoPatil in Murum (Maharashtra): A Study”. 

Every community needs powerful and infuencive political leaders.  Every problem of 

the community can be solved under the roof of principles and ideals and guidance of 

the leader, and encouraged towards future progress. In short, the progress of every 

community depends on effective leader and his leadership. The leader may be of 

middle class, but his centre point should be towards the welfare of the community. 

Thus it is important to study the political leaders to solve social and political 

problems. 

Today, the need of political leaders in various fields has been increased than 

before, politics, business, organizations and many more such fields are facing 

deficiency of effective leadership. 

A leader, who takes a very firm, strong and quick decision, stands impartial and 

objective at the time of crises, strives forward. 

 

Introduction of Murum 

 Murum is a town and a municipal council in Osmanabad district in the Indian 

state of Maharashtra. Murum is a moderately developed city. In historic era, king 

Mayurdhwaj ruled this place. It was under Nijam dynasty; at that time known as 

‘Mohrram’ latterly abbreviated as Murum. 
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Geographical Area 

 Murum is located at 18004’ N 74019’E / 18.07, 74.32. it has an average 

elevation  of 548 metres (1797 feet) 

 

Demographics 

 In the 2011 census, Murum had a population of 18,472. Males constitute 51 % 

of the population and females 49 %. Murum has an average literacy rare  of 67.33 % 

compared to 82.34 % of Maharashtra. In Murum Male literacy stands at 75.85 % 

while female literacy rate was 58.83 %. Population of children with age 0-6 is 15.61 

% of total population of village. 

 In this town mainly two languages are spoken Marathi and Kannada. Town has 

two big collges, Schools and a main market place, the villagers from neighboring 

places comes to Murum for shopping and hospitals. The main occupation of people is 

farming and business related to them. Much of the land is non-irrigated. Also it is an 

important political and financial centre for the distrct. Nearby popular places are 

Akkalkot (50km), Tuljapur (60km), Pandharpur (140km) etc. 

 Murum is a very old village. The following things shows the age old existence 

of Murum. 

1. A Rock Inscription, which is placed at the north side of Murum/ 

2. A Rock Inscription, which is found in Harizanwada. 

3. A Rock Inscription, which is found in KisanChouwk. 

The following are some old structures found in Murum 

1. BhavaniVes, DurgaVes and TugaoVes. 

2. A dome in KisanChowk. 

3. Mahadev Temple of Dumpuribua. 

4. Bandenavaz 

5. A big Nandi carved in stone found in KisanChowk 

From all the above evidences its clear that Murum is an age old city. 
 

Cereal and Fauna 
Ceral 

Jawar, Wheat,  Ground nut, Sugar cane 
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Fauna 

Cows, Buffalos,Bulls 

 

Fairs and festivals 

Fairs 

Hanuman Jatra, VithobaJatra 

 

Festivals 

MakarSankrant, Mohrram, Mahashivratri, Id-E-Milad, Holi, GudiPadav, 

VattPurnima, RakshaBandhan, Ganesh Chaturthi, Gauri Puja, Ramjan Id, 

KojagiriPurnima, Dussura, Diwali, Bakari Id 

National Days and Important Days are Celebrated in Murum Town. 

26th January, ChatrapatiShivajiMaharajJayanti, Dr. B. R. AmbedkarJayanti, 

MahavirJayanti, 

 

Infrastructure  

 Murum is well connected to tehsil and district places by road. All the lanes in 

Murum are connected with each other by cement concreate roads. Other facilities like 

light, water and drainage are also provided. 

 

Education  

 There are 2 junior colleges and one senior college. One can get the education 

up to post graduate level. There are 3 high schools for boys and 1 high school for 

girls. There are 5 primary schools. 

 The development of Murum town is mainly due to the endless efforts of late 

ShriMadhavraoPatil. 

Shri.MadhavraoPatil is known for his quick and strong decision making and 

effective administration. He born on the dayyyofyRamnavami in 1926. He had kept 

his own strong impression in Murum. The research of political life of 

Shri.MadhavraoPatil is very encouraging and inspiring. 
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Chapter 2 

Leadership 

Definition  

A simple definition of leadership is that leadership is the art of motivating a 

group of people to act towards achieving a common goal. 

 Put even more simply, the leader is the inspiration and director of the action. 

He or she is the person in the group that possesses the combination of personality and 

skills that makes others want to follow his or her direction. 

 Leadership can also be described as the “process of social inffuence in which 

one person is able to enlist the aid and support of others in the accomplishment of a 

common task”. 

 A definition more inclusive of followers comes from Alan Keith of Genentech 

who said, “ Leadership is ultimately about creating a way for people to contribute to 

making something extraordinary happen.” 

Factors of Leadership 

1. People are Assests : In any company or organization, the real assets are the 

people. Their intellect – along with personality, skills, knowledge, character, 

integrity and other things collectively referred to as “human life value” create 

the true value in any organization. When product managers see the people on 

the team as the true assets, and treat them accordingly, they will command the 

respect of a leader. 

2. Knowledge is power : Truthfully, knowledge is potential power, only when it’s 

applied does it become true power. It’s vitally important for product managers 

to be learners. Many resources exist for learning; books, trade magazines, 

blogs, analyst reports etc. as they take in knowledge and put it into action, their 

success will increase. 

3. Paradigm provides focus : The way in which product managers see their world 

– their ‘Paradigm’ influences their effectiveness as a leader. They can take the 

‘victim’ approach or the ‘agent / hero’ approach. If they blame others and 

wonder why the world (or their team, or their customers) is against them they 

are taking the victim approach. If they take accountability for their actions and 
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do whatever it takes to succeed, they become agents of positive change. They 

become heroes to those whom they lead. Not ‘hero’ in the sense of super 

heroes, but in the sense of someone who does more than they are expected (and 

probably paid) to do. 

4. Decisions determine future : leaders make decisions regularly. Successful 

product managers understand their markets and make difficult decisions that 

are not always accepted by team members or customers. They do not make 

decisions carelessly or in cavalier style, but they also do not cower from the 

responsibility to make a judgment call. They make choices and stand behind 

them. Ultimately they make decisions that lead their teams and their products 

to succeed. 

 

Characteristics of a Leader 

Seven personal qualities found in a good leader 

1. A good leader has an exemplary character. It is of utmost importance that a 

leader is trustworthy to lead others. A leader needs to be trusted and be known 

to live their life with honestly and integrity. A good leader “walks the talk” and 

in doing so earns the right to have responsibility for others. True authority is 

born from respect for the good character and trustworthiness of the person who 

leads. 

2. A good leader is enthusiastic about their work or cause and also about their role 

as leader. People will respond more openly to a personof passion and 

dedication. Leaders need to be able to be a source of inspiration, and be a 

motivator towards the required action or cause. Although the responsibilities 

and roles of a leader may be different, the leader needs to be seen to be part  of 

the team working towards the goal. This kind of leader will not be afraid to roll 

up their sleeves and get dirty. 

3. A good leader is confident. In order to lead and set direction a leader needs to 

appear confident as a person and in the leadership role. Such a person inspires 

confidence in others and draws out the trust and best efforts of the team to 
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complete the task well. A leader who conveys confidence towards the proposed 

objective inspires the best effort from team members. 

4. A leader also needs to function in an orderly and purposeful manner in 

situations of uncertainty. People look to the leader during times of uncertainty 

and unfamiliarity and find reassurance and security when the leader portrays 

confidence and a positive demeanor. 

5. Good leaders are tolerant of ambiguity and remain calm, composed and 

steadfast to the main purpose. Storms, emotions, and crises  come and go and a 

good leader takes these as part of the journey and keeps a cool head. 

6. A good leader, as well as keeping the main goal in focus, is able to think 

analytically. Not only does a good leader view a situation as a whole, but is 

able to break it down into sub parts for closer inspection. While keeping the 

goal in view, a good leader can break it down into manageable steps and make 

progress towards it. 

7. A good leader is committed to excellence. Second best does not lead to 

success. The good leader not only maintains high standards, but also is 

proactive in raising the bar in order to achieve excellence in all areas. 

 

Personality and behavior of a leader  

 Good leaders are made not born. If you have the desire and willpower, you can 

become an effective leader. Good leader develop through a never ending process of 

self-study, education, training, and experience. Leaders carry out this the process of 

influencing people or followers by applying their leadership attributes, such as beliefs, 

values, ethics, character, knowledge, and skills. 

 There are dozens of personal traits that can affect leadership and some, namely 

integrity and character that are absolute. The ways leaders develop and deploy the 

eight know-how are especially influenced by a handful of them; ambition, drive and 

tenacity, self-confidence, psychological openness, realism and an insatiable appetite 

for learning.  

 These personal traits come out in many different ways. Do you stew over a 

decision alone or bring in trusted advisors for candid discussions? Do you allow 
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yourself to be influenced by other people, changing your position in light of better 

analysis by a subordinate?  Are you a procrastinator who wants more and more data, 

more certainty, before making a decision? Or are you impulsive, making a snap 

decision  based on your gut instincts? Do you like to be liked? Our personality and 

psychology play an important role in how you interact with your business, whether 

you impose your will on the organization or seek a productive consensus that aligns 

the entire business with your goals. 

 

Ambition: 

 A desire to achieve something visible and noteworthy propels individual 

leaders and their companies to strive to reach their potential. Leaders need a healthy 

dose of it to push themselves and others. But ambition can be blind. That’s when you 

see leaders making flashy acquisitions that are financially unsound or setting 

attention-getting goals or taking on more priorities than the organization can handle 

out of a desire to do everything. Over ambitiousness, combined with a lack of 

integrity, can lead to undesirable behavior and even corruption. 

 

Drive and Tenacity : 

 Some leaders have an inner motor that pushes them to get to the heart of an 

issue and find solutions. They drill for specific answers and don’t give up until they 

get them. Their high energy is infectious. They consistently rive their priorities 

through the organization. They search tenaciously for information they’re missing and 

keep tweaking their mental models until they arrive at a positioning that works. But 

drive and tenacity can cause a leader to stick to a plan that isn’t working or to outdated 

assumptions or an investment that is no longer promising. 

 

Self – Confidence: 

 You have to be able to listen to your own inner voice and endure the lonely 

moments when an important decision falls on your shoulders. You have to be able to 

speak your mind and act decisively, knowing that you can withstand the 

consequences. It’s not a matter of acting tough. It’s having a tough inner core, or what 
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some refer to as emotional fortitude. Underlying fears and insecurities can be just as 

detrimental to your know-how as can excessive self-confidence in the form of 

narcissism or arrogance. Some leaders have a need to be liked. They therefore tend to 

go easy on people. They have an especially hard time dismissing people who have 

been loyal to them. Such leaders often find their own progress slowed, because they 

promote people for the wrong reasons, tolerate no-performers and allow the social 

system to corrode. 

 A fear of response is also common. Such leaders tend to avoid conflicts and 

find it hard to challenges people on their performance or point of view. They back off 

when they should be giving brutally honest feedback and sometimes have a third party 

do that work for them. 

 Leaders with a fear of failure are often indecisive, defensive and less likely to 

spot opportunities because they’re risk averse. They find it hard to select goals for fear 

of choosing the wrong ones and wait too long to connect the dots in the external 

environment or to reposition the business.  

 Self-confidence also affects your use or abuse of power. Every leader has to 

use power from time to time in assigning tasks, allocating resources, selecting or 

promoting people, giving differentiated rewards or redirecting dialogue. An excessive 

fear of failure or fear of response can make a leader uncomfortable using power, and 

not using power appropriately actually erodes it. Failure to deal with a recalcitrant 

direct report, for instance, diminishes the leader’s power. On the other hand, 

narcissistic leaders tend to abuse power, using it irrationally or against the interests of 

the organization. 

 

Psychological openness : 

 The willingness to allow yourself to be influenced by other people and to share 

your ideas openly enhances the know-how, while being psychologically closed can 

cause problems. Leaders who are psychologically open seek diverse opinions, so they 

see and hear more and factor a wider range of information into their decisions. Their 

openness permeates the social system, enhancing candor and communication. Those 

who are psychologically closed are secretive and afraid to test their ideas, often 
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cloaking that fear under the guise of confidentiality. They’re distant from their direct 

reports and have no one outside to bounce ideas off or to provide information that 

counters their own beliefs. In the new environment of complexity, being 

psychologically closed makes it particularly difficult to reposition the business, 

because the leader lacks perspectives from diverse disciplines, functions and cultures.  

 

Appetite for Learning: 

 Know-how improve with exposure to diverse situations with increasing levels 

of complexity, so an eagerness for new challenges is essential. Leaders who seek out 

new experiences and learn from them will build their know-how faster than those who 

don’t. 
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Chapter 3 

Shri MadhavraoPatil : Life and Contribution in Murum 

 

Familty Background  

 Family denotes a group of people affiliated by consanguinity, affinity or co-

residence. The concept of consanguinity originally referred to relations by “blood” 

 Late ShriMadhavraoPatil born on 1926, an auspisious day of ‘Ram Navami’. 

His grandfather late ShriShankarappaPatil, his father late ShriBapuraoPatil and uncle 

late ShriHanumantraoPatil were very influence persons in the town Aland. 

 MadhavraoPatil got married with Gangadevi in 1954. Gangadevi basically 

belonged to Murum village and was daughter of Dindegave. MadhavraoPatil basically 

belonged to Aland, District Gulbarga now Kalburgi, Karnataka State. In short, he was 

the ‘Son in Law’ of Murum village. 

 

Education  

 Even though late ShriMadhavraoPatil was not much educated, he had a bright 

and board vision about education. He was aware well of Marathi, Kannada, Hindi and 

Urdu languages. 

 

Entrance in politics  

 He was very much fond of social service and politics from the very childhood. 

This was because he belonged to Patil family, which is well known for the 

administration of the village. 

 

Growth of a politician  

 Even though he was a very influence leader of the Congress Party, he was not 

at all covetous about political chair positions. He gave young and dynamic persons 

various chances to handle key responsibilities in municipality and Market Committee, 

V. K. S. S. Society. But in case of emergency conditions, he adorns key 

responsibilities. 
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Different dimensions of personality 

 A political leader should possess a versatile and multidimensional personality. 

The following key points illustrate personality traits of late ShriMadhavraoPatil. 

 Never indulged in corruption. 

 Not opted for a government flat though he was entitled for it as a President of 

Murum Nagar Parishad. 

 In order to give an iptimum price to the farm products of farmers of Murum 

and adjacent villages, he established Market Committee in 1961. First he 

chance to handle chairmanship to other candidates, and in 1971, he adorned as 

the chairman. 

 Not opted for a license of any agency even though he was the President of 

Market Committee. 

 He gave 65 acre land to Bennitura project. This was the highest contribution 

among all the contributions. 

 He never tried building estate or property. 

 He was honored in all party ceremony unanimously. 

 He gave chances to candidates belonging to all caste and sub-caste to work on 

various fronts. 

 He inspired all the members of Nagar Parishad to be elected unanimously, and 

as a result Nagar Parishad got Rs. 2 lakhs from Maharashtra government, 

which was later used for building an auditorium. 

 He was very impartial during his judgments. Generally in rural areas, the Patil 

family is considered as a Head of the village. When people used to come to 

him with some disputes to solve, he used to solve the matter very impartially 

and both the parties of the dispute used to satisfy. 

 

Contribution to the society  

 In order to establish in the politics, a leader should possess his own newspaper, 

cooperative society, educational institution and local autonomous bodies, etc. 

therefore, all these organizations and institutions are known as ‘Political Power 

Energy Sources’. Among all cooperative organizations, Sugar factories have earned a 
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place of pride. It’s because, it provides all the necessary machinery and support of 

people required to strengthen the political power. Since 1960 the Congress Party has 

emerged as a principal party in Maharashtra. In order to increase the influence of the 

party in the urban and rural areas. 

 

Cooperative Societies 

 Maharashtra State was created in the year 1960. Since its creation, late 

ShriYashwantraoChavan, the first Chief Minister of Maharashtra, started cooperative 

movement with the anticipation of the following objectives. 

 To penetrate the party influence in villages and other rural areas. 

 To generate dashing and dynamic party workers 

 To transform rural areas. 

 To bring revolutions in rural areas. 

 To awaken the people of rural areas about progressing movements 

In order to achieve above objectives, late ShriYashwantraoChavan 

encouraged the Congress leaders to take an active part in the cooperative movement. 

In addition, he observed the people active in the cooperative movement in to the 

Congress Party. He have key positions of the cooperative societies to the leaders 

coming from the opposition parties. He also encourages many people to establish 

cooperative sugar factories. In short, since 1960 he opened a new path to gain political 

power and influence. 

 Cooperative may also be defined as a business owned and controlled equally by 

the people who use its services or who work at it. The term co-operation is derived 

from the Latin word co-operari, where the word co means ‘with’ and operation means 

‘to work’. Thus, co-operation means working together. So those who want to work 

together with some common economic objective can form a society which is termed 

as “co-operative  society”. It is a voluntary association of persons who work together 

to promote their economic interest. It works on the principle of self-help as well as 

mutual help. The main objective is to provide support to the members. Nobody joins a 

cooperative society to earn profit. People come forward as a group, pool their 
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individual resources, utilize them in the best possible manner, and derive some 

common benefit out of them. 

 

Vividh Karyakari Seva Sahkari Society, Murum : 

 Late ShriMadhavraoPatil established VividhKaryakariSevaSahakari Society 

(VKSSS) in 1950. First he gave chance to handle chairmanship to other candidates, 

and in 1969, he adorned as the chairman. Due to this organization it was made 

possible for poor farmers to get loans at cheaper interest rates. In other words, poor 

farmers were protected from private money lenders. 

 

Krishi Utpann Bazar Samiti : 

 Late ShriMadhavraoPatil established KrishiUtpann Bazar Samiti. KrishiUtpann 

Bazar Samiti is not an organization making business of any kind. It is the organization 

just to keep a control over all economic activities and negotiations. 

Benefits to the Society 

1. Farmers get the optimum rates to their farm products. 

2. Godowns were built for keeping the stock of farm products. 

 

Vitthal Sai Sahakari Sugar Factory 

 India has been known as the original home of sugarcane and sugar. Indians 

knew the art of making sugar since the fourth century. However the advent of modern 

sugar industry in India dates back to mid 1930’s when a few vacuum pan units were 

established in the sub-tropical belts of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. Until the mid 50s, the 

sugar industry was almost wholly confined to the states of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. 

After late fifties or early sixties the industry dispersed into Southern India, Western 

India and other parts of Northern India. India is the largest consumer and second 

largest producer of sugar in the world. The sufficient and well distributed monsoon 

rains, rapid population growth and substantial increases in sugar production capacity 

have combined to make India the largest consumer and second largest producer of 

sugar in the world. The Indian sugar industry has not only achieved the singular 
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distinction of being one of the largest producer of white plantation crystal sugar in the 

world but has also turned out to be a massive enterprise of gigantic dimensions. 

 Late ShriMadhavraoPatil spends his own money and established a sugar 

factory in Murum. Due to this project, all the sugarcane producers-farmers in Murum 

and near by villages have being benefited. It also caused increase in employment of 

youths of Murum and near by villages. It also helped acceleration of transport 

facilities. 

 In view of politics among all the cooperative societies, cooperative sugar 

factory plays a key role. This is because, cooperative sugar factories are also termed as 

central point of political power. Therefore, every president of cooperative sugar 

factory wants to be MLA, MP and Minister. On other hand, every MLA, MP and 

Minister wants to establish his own cooperative sugar factory. The candidate who is 

backed by the cooperative sugar factory, has a high chance to be elected as MLA or 

MP. Sometimes, this formula doesn’t work, especially when people are against the 

candidate. In order to establish in politics and to continue gaining people’s  support, 

there is no alternative to the cooperative sugar factory. 

 In India the average production of sugar cane is 65-75 metric ton/hector. In 

Maharashtra the figure is 85-90 metric ton/hector. But its notable that in the developed 

country the average production of sugar cane is about 150 metric ton/hector. Due to 

the scarcity of water in Maharashtra, there is limitation to increase the population of 

land devoted to the sugar cane production. 

 Marathwada is known as a backward region in agriculture and industrial 

development. Even though there is natural blessings, due to lack of the strong and 

effective leadership, Marathwada could not progress in agriculture. But, after 1975 

Marathwada got effective leaders and it could obtain fundamental facilities. It was 

ShriShankarraoChavan who build dam on rivers like Godavari, Manjara, etc. 

Therefore, Marathwada experienced a rapid progress in agriculture. As there is no 

industrial belt in Marathwada, the key business is sugar business. The contribution of 

sugar business is as much as 50 % of the total business of Marathwada region. After 

textile business, sugar business is considered as a major business. This business needs 

to be established in rural areas this is because the raw material i.e. the sugar cane is 
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produced only in the rural region, and sugar can be produced only within 24 hours 

after cutting the sugar canes. The annual turnover of the sugar industry is Rs. 8000 

cores /- This amount is 60 % of the budget of Maharashtra government. 

 Due to the Vittalsai cooperative sugar factory, the purchase power of the 

farmers in and around Murum is increased and life style is improved. People started 

staying in concrete houses. They sold their cycles and purchased bikes. 

 

Benefits to the society  

1. Benefit to the sugar cane producer. 

2. Development of road transport, telephone, hospitals and educational 

institutions. 

3. Overall development of the rural area. 

4. 50-60 % amount of total turnover is given to sugarcane farmers. 

5. 20-25% amount of total turnover is given to sugarcane cutters, transportation, 

laboursetc 

6. 15-20 % amount of total turnover is given as an interest and store good 

purchase. 

7. Almost 80% amount of total turnover is distributed to rural area. 

 

SOCIAL, RELIGIOUS AND HEALTH SECTORS 

In Murum there are various religious places like Naral Math, Charmurty Math, 

Siddheswar Math, Jain Temple, Ambabai Temple, Hanuman Temple, Mahadeva 

Temple, Siddappa Temple, Birudeva Temple, Khandoba Temple, Matunga Devi 

Temple, Dutta Temple, SatuSayyedPir and VitthalRukmini Temple. He always tried 

for maintaining  harmonious&   healthy   relations   between all communities staying 

in Murum. 

 He took initiative in building of Hanuman Temple in Murum. 

 A hospital is an institution for health care providing treatment by specialized 

staff and equipment, and often but not always providing for longer-term patient stays. 

Today, hospitals are usually funded by the state, health organizations (for profit or 

non-profit), health insurances or charities, including direct charitable donations. In. 
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history, however, they were often founded and funded by religious orders or charitable 

individuals and leaders. Similarly, modern-day hospitals are largely staffed by 

professional physicians, surgeons and nurses, whereas in history, this work was 

usually done by the founding religious orders or by volunteers. The best-known type 

of hospital is the General hospital, which is set up to deal with many kinds of disease 

and injury, and typically has an emergency department to deal with immediate threats 

to health and the capacity to dispatch emergency medical services. A general hospital 

is typically the major health care facility in its region, with large numbers of beds for 

intensive care and long-term care; and specialized facilities for surgery, plastic 

surgery, childbirth, bioassay laboratories, and so forth. Larger cities may have many 

different  hospitals of varying sizes and facilities. 

 He took initiative to bring a General Hospital in Murum, and for the first time, 

poor people were benefited with medical facility at cheapest rates. Today this General 

Hospital is famous for its all ' round facilities in adjacent villages. 

 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

 Education plays an important role in the progress of an individual's mind and 

country. Ignorance and poverty are major speed-breakers in the swift developing 

country and can be overcome easily through education. Education is everything. 

People are made aware of what is going on in the wide world and can understand 

these issues and take necessary measures. If people are educated, it is not difficult to 

find a job- keeping in mind the fact that no job is low. Education tames the astray 

mind, nurturing its capabilities the same way training builds a clever dog. 

 It is one of the many consequences of the general lack of educational planning 

in India that a very impressionable, plastic and educationally potent period of a child's 

life has received so little attention. In most countries in Europe and America it has 

now been clearly recognized that the nursery or infants School has an important part 

to play in every school System. Russia, where an  extremely efficient system of 

kindergartens, crèches and nurseries as been evolved, deserves Special mention in this 

connection. Outside India the nursery school has come into its own and has taken a 

well-defined place in the fabric of public instruction, but the importance of looking 
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after the physical and mental welfare, of future citizens from their earliest years has 

still to be brought home to the responsible authorities, in this country. Official neglect, 

however, is far from being the only obstacle; ignorance and indifference on the part of 

the people most closely concerned has also contributed to the present sorry state of 

affairs. Even if proper facilities were provided, it would be by no means an easy 

matter to persuade the Indian mother to subordinate her natural affections in the 

interest of a more healthy physical and mental environment for her children. A great 

deal of propaganda and training of public opinion will be necessary before a system of 

pre-primary education can be successfully introduced. 

 Primary education is the first stage of compulsory education. It is preceded by 

pre-school or nursery education and is followed by secondary education. 

 In most countries, it is compulsory for children to receive , primary education, 

though in many jurisdictions it is permissible for parents to provide it. The transition 

to secondary school or high school is somewhat arbitrary, but it generally occurs at 

about eleven or twelve years of age. Some educational systems have separate middle 

schools with the transition to the final stage of education taking place at around the 

age of fourteen. 

 The major goals of primary education are achieving basic literacy and 

numeracy amongst all pupils, as well as establishing foundations in science, 

geography, history and other social sciences. The relative priority of various areas, 

and the methods used to teach them, are an area of considerable political debate. 

 Typically, primary education is provided in schools, where the child will stay 

in steadily advancing classes until they complete it and move on to high 

school/secondary school. Children are usually placed in classes with one teacher who 

will be primarily responsible for their education and welfare for that year. This teacher 

may be assisted to varying degrees by specialist teachers in certain subject areas, often 

music or physical education. The continuity with a single teacher and the opportunity 

to build up a close relationship with the class is a notable feature of the primary 

education system. 

 Secondary education is the stage of education following primary school. 

Secondary education is generally the final stage of compulsory education. The next 
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stage of education is usually college or university. Secondary education is 

characterized by transition from the typically compulsory, comprehensive primary 

education for minors to the optional, selective tertiary, "post-secondary", or "higher" 

education (e.g., university, vocational school) for adults. Depending on the system, 

schools for this period or a part of it may be called secondary schools, high schools, 

gymnasia, lyceums, middle schools, colleges, vocational schools and preparatory 

schools, and the exact meaning of any of these varies between the systems. 

 Post-secondary or tertiary education, also referred to as third-stage, third level 

or higher education, is the non-compulsory Educational level, following the 

completion of a school providing a secondary education, such as a high school, 

secondary school or gymnasium. Tertiary education is normally taken to include 

undergraduate and postgraduate education, as well as vocational education and 

training. Colleges and universities are the main institutions, that provide tertiary 

education (sometimes known collectively as tertiary institutions). 

 Higher education refers to a level of education, that is provided by universities, 

vocational universities, community colleges, liberal arts colleges, institutes of 

technology and other collegiate level institutions, such as vocational schools, trade 

schools and career colleges, that award academic degrees or professional 

certifications. 

 Postgraduate education involves studying for degrees or other qualifications for 

which a first or Bachelor's degree is required, and is normally considered to be part of 

tertiary or higher education. This level is generally referred to as graduate school. The 

organization and structure of postgraduate education is very different in different 

countries, and also in different institutions within countries. This article sets out the 

basic types of course and of teaching and examination methods, with some 

explanation of their history. 

 The Open University (OU) aims to provide a university education for those 

wishing to pursue higher education on a part-time or distance learning basis, including 

disabled people, who are officially a priority group within the University. The Open 

University is the India's distance learning government-supported university notable for 
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having an open entry policy, i.e. students' previous academic achievements are not 

taken into account for entry to most undergraduate courses. 

 English is very important at all levels of study and work, however one must 

know the regional language too. In this way one can have a holistic understanding of 

the environment both while researching and while working. To understand the 

epistemology of the environment we need to know the regional language as the 

nuances of one language cannot be translated perfectly into another. English plays a 

key role in professional relationships. It is important to learn English from the primary 

school level. English is the leading language of science, technology, computers and 

commerce. 

 All the students in Murum and nearby villages had to go to Tehsil places or 

district places for gaining education as there was limited facility of education in these 

rural areas. In 1970 Late Shri.MadhavraoPatil established Nagar 

ShikshanPrasarakMandal. Under this ShikshanMandal he started pre-primary, 

primary, secondary and higher secondary schools in Murum. He started Junior 

College in 1989 and Senior College in 1991. The Senior College is affiliated to Dr. 

BabasahebAmbedkarMarathwada University. The Senior College offers various 

courses of YashvantraoChavanMaharastra Open University, Nasik. In this college all 

the students who cannot avail their education facility due to one reason or another, can 

complete their education in various courses till degree level. 

 In addition, he established an English school in Murum. Apart from all these 

institutions, he also started high schools in nearby villages like Kothali, Bhusani, etc. 

 All these institutions are known well for its state of art equipment’s, audio-

visual teaching aids, library and other facilities. 

 More than 5000 students are benefited by his entire work, and more than 400 

persons working in these institutions. 

 He also adorned the key responsibilities like School Committee Chairman of 

other Institutions apart from his own institutions, like ZillhaParishad Primary School 

and High schools (boys & Girls). 

 A playground or play area is an area designed for children to play, indoors or 

outdoors, the social skills that children develop on the playground become lifelong 
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skill sets that are carried forward into their adulthood. Independent research concludes 

that playgrounds are among the most important environments for children outside the 

home. Most forms of play are essential for healthy development, but free, spontaneous 

play—the kind that curs on playgrounds—is the most beneficial type of play. 

 Besides a kid's right to fun, some neuroscientists believe that playgrounds are a 

valuable benefit for developing children. While we think primarily of the physical 

attributes of play - running, skipping, sliding, jumping, swinging and hopping — there 

is much more to it than that. Scientists at The Children's Institute for Research and 

Development emphasize how play experiences benefit the cognitive, social and 

emotional development in children. Children's games actually program the brain for 

language, art, math and science, as well as build interpersonal abilities and 

intelligence. Kinesthetic is the perception of movement through nerves in the muscles, 

tendons and joints, children need the physical, social and multi-sensory experiences 

that take place during play to see all this Late Shri. MadhavraoPatil donated around 2 

acres of land for construction of a play ground in Murum. 

 

Benefits to the society 

1. No need to go to tehsil or district places for education 

2. Education in both Marathi and English medium 

3. Education from KG to PG. 

4. Job opportunities to many people 

5. Unemployment decreased 

6. Big buildings of schools and colleges were constructed 

7. Transport facility improved  
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CHAPTER 4 

DEFEAT & VICTORY IN POLITICAL ERA 

 

DEFEAT IN 1995 LEGISTATIVE ELECTION 

 In the last chapter we discussed about contribution of MadhavraoPatil in the 

areas like cooperative societies, KrishiUtpann Bazar Samitee, Muncipality and 

educational institutions. In this chapter we'll diagnose various reasons of defeat in 

1995 legislative assembly elections like   national & state level reasons, Marathwada 

level reasons and constituency level problems. 

 Since 1960 the Congress party never got defeated in Omerga Constituency. It's 

notable that late Shri. MadhavraoPatil had a lion's share in the victory of the Congress 

party in every election. But in 1995, the Congress party got defeated for the first time. 

The reasons can be categorized as national level, state level, regional level, 

constituency level and local level. 

 

NATIONAL & STATE LEVEL REASONS 

 In 1995 legislative election Congress defeat by BJP, Sena. Some reasons are as 

follows 

 

Demolition OfBabriMasiid& Hindu-Muslim Riots 

 In December 1992 and January 1993, there was widespread rioting in Bombay 

following the December 6 destruction of the Babri Mosque in Ayodhya by extreme 

Hindu groups. Although there was no loss of life in the incident at the Babri Mosque, 

a series of riots soon erupted throughout the nation, most notably in Bombay. After 

five years following the December-January riots, the Srikrishna Commission Report 

stated that nine hundred individuals lost their lives and over two thousand were 

injured, most of them Muslim, in the riots. 

 The Congress party had to bear displeasure of both Hindu and Muslim 

communities due to the demolition and Hindu - Muslim communal riots. It causes 

strengthening of BJP-Shivsena alliance. The Congress party failed to face challenge 
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imposed by this alliance. Therefore, it got defeated in the 1995 legislative election 

from Omerga constituency. 

Mumhai Bomb Blasts 

 The 1993 Bombay bombings were a series of thirteen bomb explosions that 

took place in Bombay (now Mumbai), India on March 12, 1993. The coordinated 

attacks were the most destructive bomb explosions in Indian history. The single-day 

attacks resulted in up to 250 civilian fatalities and 700 injuries. The attacks are 

believed to have been coordinated by Dawood Ibrahim, don of the organized crime 

syndicate named D-Company, which had operated as a terrorist organization. It is 

believed that the attacks were carried out in retaliation for widespread massacre of 

Muslims in Mumbai during December and January, and also the demolition of the 

Babri Masjid. 

 The chunk of the culprits related to this attack was belonging to the Muslim 

community. As a result, the whole Muslim society was viewed with the suspicious 

angle. This anti-Muslim view helped BJP-Shivsena alliance to obtain votes of Hindu 

voters. 

 

Politics of Hindutva 

 Last decade has witnessed an intensification of social problems. On the one 

hand we see increase in poverty, hunger, disease, and unemployment. On the other 

newer dangers in the form of communalism, communal violence & rise of new social-

political forces in the form of Hindutva politics. Though a nascent Hindutva ideology 

was conceived and rooted in certain social segments from last many decades, its 

palpable offence and aggression became much more menacing in the last decade. This 

threw up the questions of nationality, community, identity and host of other questions 

in the social space. 

 The Hindutva movement presents itself for establishing a strong nation, based 

on the tenets of Hindu Dharma', i.e. the overt agenda of establishing a Hindu Rashtra. 

But this, though highly objectionable and retrograde in itself, hides larger designs 

which are concealed in this agenda. At the social and political level, this movement 

derives its strength from upper castes, co-opts some lower castes within its fold and 
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asserts an ideology and programme which suppresses the legitimate and much 

overdue social, economic and political aspiration of the deprived, disadvantaged and 

depressed ections of society, who are on the lower rungs of the social hierarchy. 

 This movement is being spearheaded by a plethora of organizations, the 

patriarch of which is RashtriyaSwayamSevakSangh (RSS), the real controller of all 

other organizations. BharatiyaJanata Party (BJP) is its political wing; Vishwa Hindu 

Parishad (VHP), is the organization translating Hindutva political agenda on the 

emotive, religious ground; Bajrang Dal is a group of lumpens, who execute the violent 

acts against minorities; VanavasiKalyan Ashram is engaged in promoting Brahminical 

norms amongst Adivasis, and RashtrasevikaSamiti is the women's wing, subordinate 

to the male organisation, RSS. In addition there are other organisations like 

SaraswatiShishuMandirs which inculcate the young mind with brahminical version of 

Hinduism. These all are collectively called the SanghParivar (SP). 

 The initial concern of Hindutva movement (RSS and Hindu Mahasabha) was to 

counter the politics of Muslim League and to influence the Congress towards a pro-

Hindu direction. RSS was mainly focusing on Shakhas, training volunteers for 

Hindutva movement and Hindu Mahasabha was taking part in electoral politics. After 

independence the number of cadres of RSS kept on increasing and the Hindu 

Mahasabha gradually went into oblivion. One of the ex-pracharak of RSS, 

NaturamGodse, murdered Mahatma Gandhi in 1948, following which RSS was 

banned for some time. Meanwhile RSS volunteers kept on infiltrating the army, 

bureaucracy, media and educational institution. In course of time multiple RSS - 

controlled organisations were started. The RSS became very visible with its anti-

communist tirades during the India-China war and projected 'Nationalist, Patriotic' 

fervour. Its political wing, the Jan Sangh undertook the campaign to Indianise 

Muslims'. The RSS tried to wash off the sin' of murdering Gandhi by joining the JP 

movement. Its political wing joined the Janata Party, and when it came to power, Jan 

Sangh got vital ministries and it further infiltrated the bureaucracy. It left the Janata 

Party on the issue of double membership (Janata Party + RSS). It did not want to leave 

the RSS, Janata Party broke and Jan Sangh reemerged as BJP on the plank of 

'Gandhian Socialism'. After the opportunist 'politics of Indira-Rajiv which led to Sikh 
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Pogroms in Delhi, the Shah Bano fiasco and opening up of the locks of Babri Masjid, 

BJP started adopting the plank of Hindutva. V.P. Singh's implementation of Mandal 

Commission recommendations incited a backlash of upper castes, which the 

SanghParivar cleverly polarised around itself through RathYatra and various religious 

symbols. With the KarSeva of Dec. 6, the upper castes got the final message of the 

'right party' for their aspirations, and an outfit which was marginal on the Indian 

political scene got transformed into a major player'.  

 Hindutva is in line with Indian ethos and culture. The politics of Hindutva 

asserts that the Hindu nation has existed for 8,000 to 10,000 years and Hindustan has 

been in possession of Hindus for at least that length of time. Also, that in India for its 

proper running the majority community, the Hindus, should have a dominant role. 

Both these assertions are at the root of Hindutva movement and both of these 

contradict the Indian ethos and culture. 

 Despite various theories about the origin of Aryans one can roughly say that 

their original abode was somewhere in the northwest, from where they migrated to 

different areas and all along the way interacted with different cultures ~ in Iran, 

Afghanistan and in South Asia. The flowering of social life was a product of 

interaction of the Aryans and the native tribes. Though this also resulted in the caste 

system and other social evils, the interaction led mainly to the growth of mixed 

culture. As a reaction against many social evils, Buddhism arose as a religion which 

had wide popularity amongst the untouchables and some sections of society. This 

development came as a corrective to the uninhibited growth of social evils, and went a 

long way to enrich Indian culture. It was further enriched with the advent and spread 

of Islam (through Arab merchants in South and Mughal rulers in North) and 

Christianity (through traders again, through the Malabar coast and through 

missionaries coming during Portuguese rule). Thus, India had been a vast social field 

developing, progressing and marching forward with the interaction of multiple 

cultural streams. During the rule of the Mughals the syncretic' culture reached its 

zenith with the development of the Bhakti and Sufi sects. Both these were very 

popular amongst the masses for the simplicity of their appeals and unity of their 

message. People like Kabir, Nanak and Tukaram :ontributed their soul to the richness 
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of the life of society. All this is part of Indian ethos which in a nutshell can be 

ascribed to different facets of Indian culture which stands on the principles of love and 

understanding for all fellow beings, respect for other's faith, tolerance for other's 

religion and equal treatment to followers of different paths. In contrast, Hindutva 

politics is based on upper caste ethos, and aims at the hegemony of one section of 

society, one type of religion over the whole society. It theorizes the subjugation of 

minorities to the upper caste ethos. It does away with the affirmative action needed for 

the protection and furtherance of the interests of disadvantaged sections of society. 

Hindutva contradicts the Indian ethos and culture and is a total break from the 'spirit' 

of Indianness. 

 The BJP-Shivsena alliance assured people to implement SamanNagariKayada 

and cancellation of article 370 pertaining to Kashmir. This anti-Muslim strategy 

caused affected the Congress party adversely. 

 

Govari Case  

 In 1994, the backward Govari community brought a huge march at Nagpur 

Legislative Assembly in order to draw attention of the state government towards their 

demands. In police action around 126 people lost their lives. As a result the Congress 

party lost it's the backbone support of most of the backward communities. This also 

helped BJP-Shivsena alliance to obtain votes of backward class voters. 

 

Inflation / Price Hike 

 The entire nation experienced inflation of price hike in the most commonly 

used articles and goods. The BJP-Shivsena alliance promised in their manifesto. It 

drew the middle class voters towards the alliance. 

 

Urbanization 

 Maharashtra is experiencing a rapid growth in urbanization, especially since 

the globalization from the year 1991. Therefore, the roots of Congress party in 

villages and rural areas are becoming weakened. Young generation coming from the 

rural area was tracted towards the sophisticated BJP-Shivsena mask. 
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Sheshan Effect 

 For the first time, the Election Commission and Shri. T. N. Sheshan, Election 

Commissioner in particular, was very insistent about implementation of all the rules 

and regulations of election procedures very strictly. The Sheshan Effect banned pre-

election activities like sticking the banners, coloring walls, motorcades, etc. In 

addition, maintaining accounts/ auditing was a must. 

 Earlier village wise vote counting was practiced. But Shri. T. N. Sheshan 

advocated and implemented a new method of counting votes by mixing votes from all 

the villages thoroughly. It disabled tracking the village wise vote counting. Therefore, 

the party workers of Congress become relaxed. Due to lack of hard work of the party 

workers, the Congress party faced defeat. 

 

Record Break Polling 

 For the first time the Omerga constituency experienced record [break polling. It 

is history that increase in polling rate decreases the chances of winning elections for 

the Congress party. 

 

Availability of Alternative Options 

 Till 1995, the Congress party enjoyed monopoly in Omerga constituency. For 

the first time, the BJP-Shivsena alliance emerged as a strong competitor for it. Voters 

also got an alternative option to the Congress party in the form of this alliance. 

 

MARATHVADA LEVEL REASONS 

 Defeat in 1995 the reasons of Marathwada levels were as follows. 

 

Internal Conflicts between Leaders 

 After passing the bill in the legislative assembly to rename the Marathvada 

University as 'Dr. BabasahebAmbedkarMarathwada University', the entire 

Marathwada experienced riots between backward and non-backward social classes. It 

put Maratha leaders against Shri. SharadPawar, the then Chief Minister of 
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Maharashtra. Therefore, the Congress party was severely affected by these internal 

conflicts. 

 

Opposition of Supporters of Renaming Marathwada University 

 In 1978, a bill was passed in the legislative assembly to rename the 

Marathwada University as 'Dr. BabasahebAmbedkarMarathwada University'. But the 

Congress government did not take any concrete steps to rename the university till 

1994. During these 16 years, backward social classes raised various campaigns. 

Therefore, as usual the Congress party did not gained the votes of these voters. 

 

Opposition of Opposer of Renaming Marathwada University 

 The   entire   Marathwada   experienced   agitation against government   

machinery   after   implementation   of renaming Marathwada University as 'Dr. 

BabasahebAmbedkarMarathwada  University5. The Congress government filed law 

suits against protester. Under these circumstances, ShivsenasuprimoShri.BalThakare 

assured people to withdraw all the law suits filed. And the Congress party lost support 

of non-backward class. 

 

Union with Athavale Group 

 Earlier the Republican Party of Athavale group had gained a strong support 

from backward community. The Congress party gave most of the reserved seats in 

Marathwada to the Republican Party of Athavale group to obtain votes from backward 

social class. The BJP-Shivsena alliance succeeded bifurcate the Hindu Dalits from the 

Nav-Buddha Dalits within the backward social class. The Republican Party of 

Athavale group did not get the support from Hindu Dalits. The BJP-Shivsena alliance 

won all the reserved seats in Marathwada. 

 

Politics of Hindutva 

 ShivsenasuprimoShri.BalThakare assured people to rename Aurangabad and 

Osmanabad as Sambhajinagar&Dharashiv respectively. As Marathwada people who 
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earlier experienced oppression & violence by Muslim rulers, were attracted towards 

renaming Muslim names of these cities to Hindu names. 

 

Cooperative Fields 

 Congress succeeded in obtaining support from cooperative societies like 

cooperative Suger factories, etc from Western Maharastra; but it failed to get the same 

kind of support from Marathwada region. 

 

Maratha Society 

 Marathwada experienced a wide gap between rich and poor Maratha group. 

The people from poor & middle class Maratha society assumed that they were being 

used and thrown by their Maratha leaders. The Congress party lost support from 

people from poor and middle class Maratha class from Marathwada. 

 

CONSTITUENCY LEVEL REASONS 

 There were some reasons of defeat in 1995 at constituency level are as follows 

 

Representative from Lingayat Community 

 Before 1995, all the candidates of Omerga constitution who got ticket of 

Congress party belonged to Maratha community, and were elected. For the first time, 

the Congress party gave ticket to a candidate belonging to Lingayat community. 

During voting, voters of Maratha community were influenced not by the policies of 

Congress party, but by the cast factor. Therefore, the votes of Maratha community 

were diverted to Maratha candidate of BJP-Shivsena alliance. 

 

Internal Disputes 

 The Congress leaders in Omerga constitution considered themselves greater 

than the party, and they tried to defeat candidates of their own Congress party without 

thinking about loss to the party. 
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DIAGNOSIS OF VICTORY IN 1999 LEGISTATIVE ELECTION 

 In the last chapter we discussed about various reasons of defeat of Congress 

party in 1995 legislative assembly elections like national & state level reasons, 

Marathwada level reasons and constituency level problems. 

In this chapter we'll diagnose various reasons of victory of Congress party in 1999 

legislative assembly elections. 

 In Maharashtra, the decade 1989 to 1999 is termed as the 'decade of elections'. 

In this period 5 elections of Loksabha (1989, 1991, 1995, 1998, and 1999) & 3 

elections of Maharashtra legislative assembly (1990, 1995, and 1999) were carried. 

No single party or alliance gained full majority in all the elections. They had to fully 

depend on independent candidates elected. 

 In the last chapter we have studied all the reasons for defeat of Congress party 

in 1995 legislative elections. After learning a lesson from defeat of the Congress party 

in Omerga constituency in 1995 legislative assembly elections , late Shri. 

MadhavraoPatil gripped his loins for gaining victory for the Congress party in Omerga 

constituency in 1999 legislative assembly elections. 

 The following are the reasons of defeat of BJP_Shivsena Alliance. 

1. A high set back to the economic progress & other developmental work of 

Maharashtra state. 

2. Bad image of the alliance government due to the allegations made by Shri. Anna 

Hajare on its ministers. 

3. Reprimand of Hon'ble Mumbai High Court on Shri. Manohar Joshi, Chief Minister 

of alliance for the widely discussed plot of land in Pune 

4. Reprimand of Hon'bleShrikrishana Commission on BJP-Shivsena alliance leaders 

for voilence on minority community. 

5. Murder of 11 Dalit people protesting against insult of statue of Dr. 

BabasahebAmbedkar, etc. 

6. The internal conflicts between leaders of Congress party were considerably 

reduced. 

 The middle class went against the BJP-Shivsena alliance due o the reasons 1 to 

3 stated above. Minority went against it due to the reason number 4. Backward class 
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went against it due to the reason lumber 5. Late Shri.MadhavraoPatil succeeded in 

taking advantage of all above factors and gaining victory for the Congress party in 

1999 legislative assembly elections in Omerga constituency. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMERY & CONCLUSION 

 

 In chapter 1, definition of leadership, factors of leadership, characteristics of a 

leader, personality & behavior of a leader, styles of leadership, functions of political 

leaders and local leadership, different thesis published by various authors. 

 In chapter 2, we discussed Geographic and demographic aspects of Murum 

town and life style of people living in Murum. 

 In chapter 3, we discussed family background, education, entrance in politics, 

growth as a politician, different dimensions of personality of late Shri. 

MadhavraoPatil. Also we discussed contribution of MadhavraoPatil in the areas like 

cooperative societies, KrishiUtpann bazar Samitee, Muncipality, educational 

institutions, VividhKaryakariSevaSahkari Society Ltd.etc. 

 In chapter 4, we diagnosed various reasons of defeat in 1995 legislative 

assembly elections like national & state level reasons, Marathwada level reasons and 

constituency level problems.We also diagnosed various reasons of victory of Congress 

party in 1999 legislative assembly elections 

 After studying all the above four chapters, the following findings can be drawn 

based on the objectives described in the chapter number 1. 

 

Objective 1: To study social leadership of late Shri. MadhavraoPatil. 

• He was of scarifying nature for the social development. 

• He was an Extra-ordinary man 

• He was an altruistic man. 

• He was generous and liberal for society. 

• He was sensitive to the pains of the society. 

• He was a true friend. 

• He was a social person. 

 

Objective 2: To study political leadership of late Shri. MadhavraoPatil. 

• He never indulged in any kind of corruption. 
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• He was secular politician. 

• He was ground to earth for both success and failure 

• He was all round and versatile politician 

• He was a real Congress man. 

• He was dashing by nature. 

 

Objective 3: To explain leadership working styles of late Shri. MadhavraoPatil. 

• He was Democratic leader 

• He was not greedy. 

• He succeeded to gain respect from his competitors from other parties. 

• He had a straightforward personality. 

• He was very firm and determined 

• He was a visionary man. 

• He was a virtuous man with simple living and high thinking. 

• He was a talented person. 

• Even though he was less educated, but he was cordial and noble by  

nature. 

 

TOPICS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The following topics may be considered for the future research so that many hidden 

qualities of successful leadership can be unraveled. 

1. Political & Social life of Shri. BasavrajPatil: A Study 

2. Contribution of Nagar ShikshanVikasMandal in development of    

Murum 

3. Study of ladies leadership in Murum 

4. Study of leadership from backward class 

5. Challenges faced by Congress leaders in near future. 

6. comparative study of all presidents of Nagar Parishad of Murum from 1970 to 

2008. 
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